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Let R be a ring with a 1. \Ve denote by GL,(R) the general linear group 
of matrices, with linearly ordered index set Q, over the ring R; that is, the 
group of inv-ertible R x Sr matrices with only finitely many entries different 
from those of the identity matrix 1’. Denote by ye,\, the matrix whose only 
nonzero entry is the element r + 0 in the (A, El)-th position, and by t,,,(r) 
the elementary matrix I L yeAiL . By an ideal of a ring, we shall always mean 
a two-sided ideal. I f  .4 is any ideal of R we denote by E,(A) the subgroup 
of GL,)(R) generated h\- the c!ementary matrices 
Let J he the Jacobson sndicnl of R, that is the intersection of the maximal 
regular left ideals of R (SW [3]). ‘5 . ince the Jacobson radical is the only type 
of radical wc consider, vve call it the radical of the ring. For any ideal A 
contained in the radical of a ring R, T,(A4)), th e subgroup generated by all 
elementary matrices (f,l,.(o) A, p E Q; a E z4}, is a IveIl-defined subgroup of 
CL,(R). We define one further subgroup of GL,,(R), which we denote by 
S,,(R), h) 
S,(R) I= t,iA(r), t ,,,; (0) A, TV, p, 4 ED, X -rc ,A, p o; r CE R, a E J> 
C’lcarly-, &(J) -; T!,(j) S,,(R) :c GL,(R). 
It is straightforward to v-erify that S,(R) is tke subgroup of all matrices of 
GL,(R) congrue?lt to upper triangular matrices mod J, while T*(J) is the 
.&group qf all matrices of GL,(R) con g rue/at to I mod J. In fact, if 4 is an 
ideal of R which is contained in J, then T,(A) is the subgroup of all matrices 
ofGL,,(R) congruent to 1 mod A, which makes it clear that T,(A) is normal 
in GL,,(R). It can be verified that En(J) is normal in T,,(j) but this will 
imxme clear when we give commutator relations in lemma 1. 
If  .Q is finite and R is the ring of integers mod p’“, then S,(R) is a Sylow 
!, subgroup of GL,,(R) (see [9]) while if R is a division ring then S,(R) is 
isomorphic to the RlcLain grc,up T(R : R) (see [7]). 
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If R does not contain a 1, we can consider E,(R) and S,(R) to be the 
subgroups of GL,(R*) defined as above, where R* is the ring obtained from R 
by adjoining a 1 in the usual way (see [5]). For any radical ring A, we can 
define T,(A) to be the subgroup of GL,(A*) defined as above, where A4V 
is the ring obtained by adjoining a 1 to A-1. 
In this paper, we investigate the structure of E,(A), T,(A), and S,(R) 
when the ring A, and the radical of the ring R, have various generalised 
nilpotent properties. 
The following relations are easily checked, for an)- ring R. 
LERWIA 1. The elementary matrices of S,(R) satisf3: the following commu- 
tator relations where ri E R, a, E J, the radical of R, and 1 denotes the quasi- 
inverse of x. The list covers all possibilities up to inversion. 
To check relation (vii), it helps to use the identity x yzc = .ry N. 
Let R be a ring and M,(R) the ring of n x n matrices over R. It is well 
known (see [5]) that 
JPW)I = MnU(W 
where J(R) is the radical of R. 
Using this result the proof of the next lemma is straightforward. 
LEMMA 2. Let J be a radical ring. Let C be the n x n matrix (cii), where 
cii E J, and D the n x n matrix (dij), where d,, E J’. Then [I, (- C, I, + D] =m= 
Z, + H, where N = (hij) is an n x n matrix with hij E y+I. Moreover, 
I, + H can be written as a product of elementary matrices tjj(bii), where biiG /’ 1 I. 
THEOREM 1. For any radical ring A, the group T,(A) has a descending 
central series 
T,(A) ,;z T,(P) :.,: ... .I T&An) -,. ... . 
If A is nilpotent, A” = 0 for some positive integer n, where -4P-l # 0. Then, if 
/ Q 1 > 2, T,(A) is nilpotent of class n ~~ 1. If A is a radical ring which is 
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residually nilpotent, that is fiz, Ai = 0, then T,(A) is a residually nilpotent 
RYOUP. 
Proof. Since [T,(Al), T,(A)] 3; T,(Ai-I-l) by Lemma 2, we have a 
descending central series. 
If!912 2 and .4 is nilpotent, the class of nilpotency of T,(A) is an 
immediate consequence of Lemma 1 (v). 
We now investigate the group S,(R) when R is a ring with nilpotent 
radical J, showing that S,(R) is in this case a Fitting group, that is, a group 
generated by its normal nilpotent subgroups. 
THEOREM 2. Suppose R is a ring with nilpotent radical J. Then S,(R) is 
a Fitting group. 
Proof. We show that each generator of S,(R) is contained in a normal 
nilpotent subgroup. 
Let A, p E Q with X ;- TV and let a E J. Then tn,(a) E To(/), which is a 
nilpotent normal subgroup of S,(R) (see Theorem 1). 
Suppose now A < CL. For the fixed elements X and p, we shall construct a 
normal nilpotent subgroup of S,(R) containing t,,,(r), for any Y E R. Denote 
by M,(R) the ring of all Q x Sz matrices with only a finite number of nonzero 
entries over R. Let AI be the additive subgroup of M,(R) generated by 
{ Tea8 , aey8 I r E R, a E J, LY, 8, y, 6 E Q, (y. < ,I < p < j3}. 
Let L be the subring of M,(R) consisting of all matrices congruent to upper 
zero triangular matrices mod J. Then M is an ideal of L. Moreover, M2 < 
L.E Je,, , which is nilpotent, since J is nilpotent. Hence, M is nilpotent. 
Therefore, I -L M, which contains every tA,(r) for the fixed A, p in question, 
is a nilpotent normal subgroup of I IL = S,(R). 
V7e now consider locally nilpotent rings. Embed a locally nilpotent ring J 
in a ring R with a 1 using the standard construction (see [5] p. 11). 
THEOREM 3. For any locally nilpotent ring J embedded by the standard 
construction in a ring R with a 1 and for any linearly ordered set Q, S,(R) is 
locally nilpotent. 
Proof. Let T be a finite set of elements of S,(R). Then T involves only 
a finite subset of elements of R which we denote by S. Then 
s = @A 9 n,,) I xA 6 J, nA E Z, h E 4, 
where A is a finite set. It is easy to check that the subring 
k’ = Rg{(x,\ , O),(O, 1) IhE4 
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has nilpotent radical ,Y =: Rg{(.xn , 0) i h t . I}. Hence, &>(I\) is a Fitting 
group, using Thcorcm 2. Therefore, S,,(R) is locally a Fitting group, that is 
a locally nilpotent group. 
~OROI.I.:\RY. I f  J is any uilpotent ring, T,,(J) is a I~mzll~~ nilpotetlt group. 
\l.ith stronger conditions on / 11-c pi-0~ a strongcz- result about the group 
Ted J). 
Proof. (i) i\‘e consider / embedded iti ;1 i-ing R n-itll a 1 b! the standard 
construction. ‘l’hen if .-f is an ideal of /, .3 is an ideal of R, so, if .-I is nilpotent, 
T,(d) is a normal nilpotent subgroup of GL,(R). Rut 1 is the sum of its 
nilpotent ideals, so T,,(j) is g . cnerated bv normal nilpotcnt subgroulx. Nence, _ 
Tn(J) is a Fitting group. 
(ii) F\:e construct an ascending series of ideals of / in the following way. 
Define /,, 0. Supposc .I,, is already- defined. ~‘hoosc, if possible, n t / 
with rr $ J,\ . ‘I’hcn (I ! J), generates an idcal K, /,, of j;./,, which is nilpotent. 
There is a least m with K’!’ J, Detinc 
For limit ordinals p, define 
The ascending series of ideals (JA , X c 111 has the property that (In, J2 ’ J,> , 
by their construction. Corresponding to this chain of ideals, we have a chain 
of normal subgroups 
But T,(/,, , ,)/T,(/,) is Abelian since (Jn j ,)2 .’ J), , using Lemma 2. 
Hence, T&j) is an SI* group. 
In [6] Kurosh and Cernikov posed the question whether ever)- subgroup 
of a Z group, that is, a group every factor group of which has a central 
series, is a Z group. This was answered in the negative by Hall in [4]. 
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\Vith this problem in mind, we investigate the structure of En(J), where J 
is a radical ring satisfyin g the following three conditions: 
(!I) nj’, J” = 0 
(/3) Every principal ideal contains some power of J. 
(y) If  ,u E Jri _ JPI, y  E /III _ jw 1, then ,y. E jh i til - Jwt Jo 1. 
\\-e call a radical ring j, satisfying (z), (is), and (y), a scalar residual/y 
nilpotent donrrrin. 
I f  R is a local ring, that is, a ring with a I having a unique maximal right 
ideal 7 with fly’, J’ 0, then, if there is a nonnilpotent element x E R with 
sR = Rs -~ .I, J is a scalar residually nilpotent domain. Hence, the radical 
of an\. discrete valuation ring is a scalar residuallv nilpotent domain. 
The proof of this theorem uses the following lemma \vhich is a straight- 
forward gcneralisation of Lemma 3 of [8], where only rings with a 1 were 
considered. 
Proof f$K ITleorenz 5. B!- Theorem I, E,(J) is residually nilpotent and has 
a central series. Let H bc any nontrivial normal subgroup of El>(J). C’lcarly, 
tho proof will be complete if we show that there esists a normal subgroup K 
of E,?(J) with K 1,. H and E,(j)!K nilpotent. 
RJ- condition (y) J has no zero divisors so the conditions of Lemma 4 
arc satisfied. Hence, for some JI, /3 E Q with 1 ~6 ,4 and some u E J with 
n + 0, WC have t&~z) E H. 
Let p, CT be arbitrary elements of Q with p -i CJ and let h be any element of 
the ideal .I’ a J*. \Ve write 
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using the commutator relation (if of Lemma 1. But t+(n) is contained in the 
normal subgroup H. Hence, 
t,,(b) E H 
for arbitrary p, u with ,O f  CT and arbitrary b f  J” aJ”. 
By condition (p), I’” 2% f”uf” for some integer n. Let K be the subgroup 
By condition (7) we may suppose b, E p if b,b, E J”‘(. Then r,,,(6,) E -Fr, 
so [MJ,), LX---M E N. H ence, by (vii) of Lemma 1, we ha\-e 
t~~l(6~6~) fwAu+) E f f .  
We have now shown that K 5: N and we show En(J)/K is nilpotcnt by 
constructing the following series. Define Kr - En(l). For i “:. 1 define 
Then Kz+; =~= K and [K, , K,] ~2 k’,;i using Lemma I. Therefore, K is 
normal in En(J) and E,(J)/K is nilpotent as required. 
For any ring and any x E R, let ,:.~)a denote the subring of R generated by x. 
I f  i Q i t> 2, E,((xj,) is a subgroup of E,,(R). 
LEMMA 5. E,((x:~,) contains the free pmdtlct of two isomorphic cyclic 
groups if (xjR has one of the following structures: 
(i) i’xjR g pz, where p is a prime. 
(ii) .,sJ x :g .d?i[x]. 
(iii) ,:~>a g xGF( p)[x], where p is a pvime. 
Proof. (i) I f  <,.~)a z pZ,, wherep is a prime, E,(cx%,,~) contains a subgroup 
isomorphic to the free group of rank 2. This is a special case of Brenner’s 
result in [l]. 
(ii) I f  (~>a g x Z[x], we show Es(<x,\a) contains a subgroup isomorphic 
to the free group of rank 2. Denote the matrices 
I 0 1 .Y 1 1 and I .Y 1 0 I. 1 
by t, and t, , respectively. 
Consider the products 
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for i =.= 1, 2, 3 ,..., where S = 1 if i is odd and 8 = 2 if i is even. Then 
fl(x) = 1 + m,m,x2; gI(x) = m,x 
f2(.x) = 1 + m,m,x?; g2(x) = m,x + m&l + mlm2x2). 
\1!e obtain 
g2&) = 62n-1(x) 4 m2n+l G&) 
hn+d4 = fin64 + m2n+l xg2&4 
gm+1(4 = g2&) 
hn-$9 = fin(X)* 
Clearly, g&.x) is a polynomial in s of degree 2n + 1, the coefficient of 
the term in ~~~~~~~~ being m,m, ... m2n+l . So gJx) + 0 for any n > 1. A 
similar argument holds for products of the form 
ghtytl’:i . . . . 
Hence, a nontrivial product of the generators t, and t, cannot become the 
identity, showing that E2((~)R) has a free subgroup of rank 2. 
(iii) The argument used above will show that, if (x)~ is isomorphic 
to xGF(~)[.Y], E.J\x)J contains a subgroup isomorphic to the free product 
of two cyclic groups of order p. 
It follows from Lemma 5 that E2((x)J is not a Z group if (xjR satisfies (i), 
(ii), or condition (iii) for p an odd prime. In a discrete valuation ring, D, 
there is always an element x, contained in the maximal ideal, generating a 
subring isomorphic to either (i), (ii), or (iii). This follows at once by applying 
the structure theorem for complete regular local rings (see [2]) to the com- 
pletion of D. Combining a special case of Lemma 5 and Theorem 5, we 
obtain the following result. 
THEOREM 6. Let D be u discrete valuation ring with maximal ideal M. 
Suppose D does not have characteristic 2. Then, for any infinite linearly ordered 
set Q, En(-V1) is a Zgroup but E,(M) contains a subgroup which is not a Zgroup. 
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